
se:line
Conference & executive swivel chair



Decision-maker.
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Conference rooms are one of the most important 
places in a company. People meet here to make 
decisions. Business partners are greeted here and 
should feel comfortable. All of the details have 
to be just right. Conference chairs are expected 
to meet the highest demands: a representative 

design that signalises a distinct feeling of style. 
Exceptional workmanship, which reflects the com-
pany’s high standards. Intelligent technology that 
provides luxurious seating comfort. Sedus se:line 
combines all of these qualities to create a superior 
design that leaves a lasting impression. 



Elegant design and high ergonomic seating comfort are not contradictions for 
se:line. On the contrary. Thanks to state-of-the-art high-tech materials and an 
innovative construction, where the armrests act as a spring return mechanism, 
se:line automatically adapts to the body weight and allows the seat and back-
rest to move in sync with the body – without a visible mechanism. Combined 
with the wide opening angle, it promotes dynamic sitting while increasing 
well-being and concentration. Add to that the light look of the backrest with 
a slim and refreshing silhouette. And when leaning back, the user will appre-
ciate the high level of comfort that comes from the sophisticated upholstery 
structure. Upholstered with the finest leather or high-quality fabrics on the 
outside, a flexible mesh structure, surrounded by soft foam on the inside.

Beautiful and intelligent.

Intuitive. se:line boasts ultimate comfort, for virtually any 

height and weight, without having to change the settings. 

Nice and flexible when leaning back, gently supportive when 

leaning forward – se:line simply moves with the body. 
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Distinguished. The design fea-

turing breathable natural aniline 

leather in glove quality ensures 

a wonderful tactile experience, 

which in turn emphases the high 

standard of se:line.
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No visible technology breaking the lines, no levers disrupting a design shaped 
by a delicate silhouette. Displaying a high level of standards, expressed by the 
flowing form of the armrest as well as the tapering borders on the backrest 
and seat. Pleasantly understated, timelessly modern and can be combined 
perfectly with any style. Complemented by high-quality materials and delicate 
workmanship, whereby many individual steps are carried out by hand.

A feast for the eyes.

Ideal condition. When the 

user stands up to leave 

their desk, the optional 

automatic backrest return 

on the model with the 

cross-shaped slider base 

ensures that se:line 

automatically returns to  

its initial upright position.
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Comfortable selection.
Featuring a high, as well as medium backrest, se:line radiates high-quality 
elegance. Its impressive seating comfort makes it perfect for both representative 
conference rooms and as a swivel chair in a senior manager’s office. Both  
versions have a high-quality aluminium cross-shaped base, which comes with a 
choice of castors or gliders. A polished version is available as is a matt powder 
coating in white aluminium or black.
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Excellent design will always impress, regardless of its size. As a conference or 
visitor’s chair with a medium backrest, se:line reflects the highest standards. 
With flowing lines that create harmonious proportions and a comfortable and 
dynamic seat.

High standards are not  
a question of height.



The se:line is the perfect chair to represent a company’s high quality standards. 
This applies to conference rooms and single offices alike. As a swivel chair with 
a high backrest, se:line looks masterful behind a desk. As a conference swivel 
chair with a medium backrest, it clearly conveys to all visitors or conference 
participants the company’s high regard of them. A great team that makes the 
host shine brightly.  

Top duo.
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The perfect setting. The 

se:line model with the 

aluminium cross-shaped 

base on castors is always 

height-adjustable. 

The swivel chair and the 

conference chair both allow 

the backrest to be locked  

in the upright position, if 

so desired. The operating 

buttons have been perfectly 

integrated in the seat 

cushion and can be 

accessed intuitively.
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Further information and 

planning details available 

to download at:

www.sedus.com

Sustainability down 
to the last detail.
Sustainability and quality “Made in Germany” 
have been key company principles at Sedus 
for more than 50 years. Principles that Sedus 
se:line also embody and which are reflected in 
recycling-oriented product design, ecologically 
tested materials, resource and energy-conscious 
manufacturing and ongoing quality tests.

Using leathers, which are only sourced from 
South Germany and Austria, therefore ensuring 
short and environmentally friendly transport 
routes, is also part of the Sedus philosophy of 
sustainability. Another manufacturing advan-
tage: the perfect chrome surfaces come from a 
modern electroplating facility, which has a pro-
cessing plant that removes production residues 
from the water. Another advantage: se:line is 
extremely durable thanks to the skilled workman-
ship and timeless design.

More information is available at 
www.sedus.com

Company:

Sedus se:line:

Sedus operates globally  

in accordance with the 

principles of the UN Global 

Compact on human rights, 

labour standards, environ-

mental protection and 

fighting corruption.
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